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In the era of the 5G network, the rapid development of information technology has made UAV technology widely used in many
�elds. UAVs have the characteristics of small size, lightweight, easy operation, �exibility, and so on. Drones can well solve the
current problems of the insu�cient police force, slow evidence collection, and harsh on-site environment. However, the existing
police drones are often a�ected by objective conditions, such as the ground and weather when shooting, the signal is easily
interrupted, and the accuracy and stability are not enough. In order to solve these problems, this article integrates the Fourier fast
transform algorithm into the police unmanned aerial vehicle technology and improves the police unmanned aerial vehicle
technology. By testing the police drones from four aspects of positioning and navigation, communication strength, shooting
quality, and satisfaction, it can be observed how the police drones with the Fourier fast transform algorithm are optimized.
Statistical experimental results show that the positioning and navigation accuracy of police drones has been improved. �e
communication strength command execution speed increased by 2.6%, the shooting quality increased by 6.7%, and the sat-
isfaction rate increased by 7.3%. �e Fourier fast transform algorithm makes police drones better, promotes the development of
drone technology, and greatly improves the e�ciency of police o�cers.

1. Introduction

A police drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle that has a
power unit and a navigation module and is controlled to �y
by a remote control device or automatically �y through a
programmed route. �e police drone aerial photography
system uses drones to carry image acquisition equipment,
takes advantage of the features of the 5G network, such as
ultrahigh reliability, ultralow time extension, and ultralarge
broadband, and transmits the captured images to the cloud
without damage. Fourier fast transform algorithm is one of
the most important algorithms in the �eld of signal pro-
cessing and data analysis. Applying the Fourier fast trans-
form algorithm to the police drone technology can capture
the drone signal faster, transmit data, help the police handle
o�cial duties, and improve the e�ciency of police dispatch.

�e continuous popularization of UAV technology in
various �elds in the Internet era has led more scholars to
invest in the research of UAV technology. Schilling pro-
posed a vision algorithm to measure the orientation of a
drone relative to the runway during landing. Firstly, the
horizontal line was detected, and the boundary angle of the
runway was recovered using the horizontal line information.
From the horizon and boundary angles, pitch and bank
angles could be determined. �e range in which the yaw
angle was located was also obtained [1]. Asatryan presented a
method for UAV problem and state detection based on
particle �lter. Particle �lters were applied to any state-space
model, and the ability to handle nonlinear and non-
Gaussian statistics made them suitable for drone problem
detection. �e experimental results showed that the detec-
tion method was more rapid and e�ective [2]. Renic
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proposed a new concept of an intelligent combined UAV
flight system. (e system consists of multiple sub-UAVs.
With multiple technologies, multishelf UAVs worked to-
gether to achieve mission perception, intelligent scene un-
derstanding, cluster control, integrated communication,
ultralong battery life, and other functions [3]. Suzuki and
Nonami investigated a layered finite element model for static
structural analysis of CFRP laminate composites for un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) wings. (e nodules mimicked
the protrusions on the leading edge of the pectoral fins of
humpback whales and provided excellent performance from
an aerodynamic standpoint. (e nodular design of the
leading edge of the UAV wing exhibited better performance,
with a 38.75% reduction in deformation compared to
normal [4]. Abdulrazaq et al. put forward a solution for
drone GPS and INS navigation. (e algorithm and process
of the navigation system were developed, and a set of ap-
plication programs and basic software systems were de-
veloped according to functional requirements. Simulation
proved that using PID control and Kalman filter algorithm
in the integrated navigation system could improve the ac-
curacy of the navigation system [5]. Demuyakor studied
improving attitude angle estimation during UAV landing
based on a new horizon detection algorithm. By changing
the mold to calculate the characteristic angle of the UAV, the
simulation results were predictable. Camera installation
restrictions were removed, and the calculation of UAV
behavior information was simplified [6]. Anarase et al.
discussed the basic principles and operation methods of
UAV surveying and mapping technology. Taking the CX
river water environment treatment project as an example, it
was demonstrated that the UAV surveying and mapping
technology had good application effect and research value in
the classification research of various surveying and mapping
elements and the comprehensive research on hierarchical
surveying and mapping resources [7]. (ese studies dem-
onstrate the beginnings of drone technology in various
industries. But with the continuous development of the
times, new problems have emerged.

Fast Fourier transform algorithms can locate signal
frequencies and are used in many designs. Siran combined
the wavelet transform with the Fourier fast transform al-
gorithm, used the Fourier fast transform algorithm to cal-
culate the discrete wavelet transform, and summarized the
offset between the result and the filter length. (e original
signal could be completely reset by rotating the original
rotation signal [8]. Townsend proposed a MATLAB Mho
relay algorithm model based on the fast Fourier transform
algorithm (FFT), modeled the power system, and simulated
many fault conditions on selected transmission lines for
evaluation. (e results showed that, for each fault type, the
relay worked normally in different positions [9]. Ibrahim
and Shuaibu presented an improved Fourier-based fast
transform algorithm to accurately measure harmonics and
interharmonics. (e algorithm used the frequency domain
interpolation method to determine the fundamental fre-
quency of the system, used the interpolation polynomial
method to reconstruct the sampled time domain signal, and
then used the Fourier fast transform algorithm to calculate

the actual harmonic components. (e results showed that
the solutions determined by the proposed algorithm were
more accurate and maintained reasonable computational
efficiency [10]. Bakushinskii and Leonov proposed a new
algorithm for computing the real discrete Fourier transform
of even symmetric real-valued input sequences. By elimi-
nating all unnecessary steps and storage locations, and by
rearranging intermediate results and order of operations,
the computation time and required core storage can be
reduced by a factor of 2 compared to the case of arbitrary
real inputs [11]. Bowman and Ghoggali aimed to solve the
problem of denoising noisy ECG signals using fast Fourier
transform-based bandpass filters. Multilevel adaptive peak
detection was then applied to identify R peaks in the QRS
complexes of the ECG signal. (e test simulation results
showed that the sensitivity and positive predictions were
99.98% and 99.96%, respectively. (e accuracy and reli-
ability of the proposed algorithm for detecting R peaks in
ECG signals were confirmed [12]. Kuo et al. built a sound
matching application using Ayat Al-Quran’s pronuncia-
tion as a learning medium for children using FFT algo-
rithms and divide-and-conquer methods that support
independent learning. (e tests were carried out, and the
results showed that the accuracy of correct readings was
61.1%, and the accuracy of false readings was 38.9% [13].
Khayyeri and Mohammadi introduced the MATLAB
simulation model of a smart meter for energy balance
analysis based on FFT algorithm, which can calculate ac-
curate power parameters. Comparing the results of the FFT
analysis function of the MATLAB software Powergui
module with the simulation model, the correctness of the
method was verified [14]. (ese studies show that the
Fourier fast transform algorithm has a boosting effect on
many industries, but it is less used in drones.

In this article, the Fourier fast transform algorithm is
integrated into the application of police UAV technology in
the era of the 5G network. (e 5G network will endow
networked drones with important capabilities such as real-
time ultrahigh-definition image transmission, and long-
distance low-latency control. (e Fourier fast transform
algorithm reconstructs the original spectrum of the signal
efficiently and with high probability using some sampling
points. It can analyze the frequency data of the UAV to
implement precise positioning and optimize the technology
of the police UAV.

2. Optimization Process of Police Drones

2.1. 5G Network-Connected Police UAV Data Transmission
and Control. 5G network provides general network solu-
tions from wireless to central network to adapt to network
applications in many complex application scenarios. After
both the drone terminal and the 5G ground control terminal
connected to the drone network transmit control data and
processes through the 5G network, multiple scenarios are
transmitted through the network server. (e new 5G optical
projection has multiple technologies, such as multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) technology, beamforming tech-
nology, new spectrum, scalable waveform based on OFDM,
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new flexible design based on low-latency slot structure, and
5G network slicing technology, with a specific process as
shown in Figure 1 [15].

Current networks face the problem of power require-
ments and finding field sources. (is can be solved with 5G
Multiple Input Antenna (MIMO) solutions. MIMO (mul-
tiple input/multiple output) is a technology used to increase
the speed and quality of wireless data transmission. Multiple
antennas are used to transmit and receive different data and
increase the capacity of multiple networks. In commercial
networks, antennas are often compatible with drones and
ground terminals operating at high altitudes to improve
transmission signals, reduce complex field interference and
up and down interference, and improve the ground [16].

2.2. Hardware Requirements for Police Drones. (e overall
requirements of the hardware system of the police UAV are
shown in Figure 2. It is roughly composed of these parts:
rack, battery, motor, ESC, flight control, image transmission,
data transmission, photoelectric pod (gimbal camera),
sensor, ground station, and remote control.

2.2.1. Drone Rack. (e racks are the backbone of each drone
rotor, providing support and mounting locations for the
remaining components, as well as improving specific col-
lision avoidance properties. In the event of a collision, it
avoids damage to the rest of the components, installs it
reasonably, and can easily fold the drone for easier
portability.

2.2.2. Battery. (e battery powers the whole system, the
rotation of the motor powers the drone, and the rotating
motor is mainly controlled by an ESC, also called a motor
governor. It allows the flight control aircraft to receive the
control of the motor through the flight control algorithm
and can also output a pulse frequency modulation (PWM)
signal that controls the actual motor performance.

2.2.3. Flight Control Board. (e aircraft control panel is the
main component of the drone. It is the center of a drone by
accepting ground commands and then completing daily
tasks such as sensor data loading, behavioral data analysis,
and log information recording in the operating environ-
ment. (e performance of the flight control board is related
to the quality of the entire drone.

2.2.4. Image Transmission. (e image transmission first
sends the image information received by the PTZ camera to
the ground station through certain wireless devices such as
antennas so that the ground observer can detect the position
of the power line in real time.(e relevant behavior data and
GPS data captured by the UAV and the information of each
component of the UAV can be provided to the user through
the ground station sensor for data analysis and local data
storage. (e overall flight status of the UAV rotor is de-
termined through the data [17].

2.2.5. PTZ Camera. (e gimbal camera is used to capture
the pictures seen by the drone and transmit them to the user.
Since the drone is easily affected by the wind when it flies to a
high altitude, the captured pictures are shaken violently, and
key information cannot be accurately obtained. Each drone
consists of a gimbal and a camera. (e gimbal can stabilize
the drone shooting equipment very well, and when there are
external factors, it can still deliver a clear picture to the user.

2.2.6. Sensors. (e sensor firstly obtains the relevant in-
formation of the UAV and sends it to the aircraft control
panel to calculate the behavior and position of the UAV and
then calculate the flight speed to ensure the stability of the
UAV. (e remote control is a sensor, which is used to
control the flight of the drone and the shooting of the gimbal
camera and transmits the data from the remote control to
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Figure 1: Data transmission and control of 5G network-connected
police drones.
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the aircraft controller for calculation. But under close
control, the data recorded by the sensor is the real value, and
the remote data is the expected value.

2.2.7. Ground Station. (ere are two antennas in the ground
station for image transmission and data transmission. At the
same time, the ground station system provides an appli-
cation interface for displaying the collected data and sup-
ports local storage of the data. It makes it easier for users to
discover more details about police drones and video cap-
tured by cameras [17, 18].

3. Fast Fourier Transform Calculation
Mathematical Model

3.1. Fourier Series. (ere are two expressions for the Fourier
series: trigonometric functions and exponential complex
numbers; trigonometric functions are periodic functions
represented by the sum of a series of trigonometric func-
tions, sine and cosine [19]. For example,

f(a) �
0 − π ≤x≤ 0,

1 0≤ x≤ π,
 (1)

f(a) is extended to g(a)with a period of 2π, and the Fourier
series corresponding to g(a)is as follows:
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1
2

+
2
π

sin x +
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3
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 sinmx.
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Formula (2) shows that a periodic signal at any given
time can be converted into a series of sine and cosine signals
with varying amplitudes, no matter how large. (e specific
expression is as follows:

x(a) �
b0

2
+ 
∞

m�1
Xi bk cos kΩ0a + ck cos kΩ0a( , (3)

where b0 is the static variable, the DC component of the
signal, and ck are the sinusoidal signal and the amplitude of
the sinusoidal signal, respectively, and kΩ0 is the frequency
of the signal.

Although the triangular shape of the Fourier series is
very clear, the expression is very complex and often consists
of three parts. (e first part is the sine-cosine expression of
the function, the second part is the coefficients of the
function, and the third part is a constant. (ere is a certain
difficulty in writing and drawing. However, complex ex-
pressions for the Fourier series can solve these problems.

Euler’s formula can combine sines and cosines of the
same frequency in pairs, namely,

e
zΩ

� cos Ω + z sin Ω. (4)

Multiplying all the sine by the factor “z,” the sine
function and the coefficient of the sine function are obtained
by combining the trigonometric functions:
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������

b
2
k + c

2
k



. (5)

(e complex exponential expression is obtained:

x(a) � b0 + 
∞

k�1
Bke

zkΩ0a
. (6)

3.1.1. Fourier Series Expansion of Square Wave Signal

f(a) �
4b

π2
sin 2πf0a(  +

4b

3π2
sin 6πf0a( 

+
4b

5π2
sin 10πf0a(  + . . . .

(7)

Formula (7) shows that the odd and high-frequency
bands are grouped according to their respective dimensions
to form a square wave signal with almost constant magni-
tude. (e frequency range of each instruction of the rect-
angular wave signal calculated by the Fourier series varies
with the original sampling method, but the signal amplitude
remains unchanged, and the frequency of each instruction
remains unchanged [20].

3.1.2. Fourier Series Expansion of Triangular Wave Signal

f(a) �
8b

π2
sin 2πf0a(  +

8b

9π2
sin 2πf0a( 

+
8b

25π2
sin 2πf0a(  + . . . .

(8)

Formula (8) shows that the odd and high-frequency
bands are grouped according to their respective dimensions
to form a triangular wave signal.(e size is almost negligible.
(e frequency range of each instruction of the triangular
wave signal calculated by the Fourier series varies with the
original sampling method, but the signal amplitude remains
unchanged, and the frequency of each instruction remains
unchanged [21].

3.2. DFT Spectrum Analysis. (e discrete Fourier transform
is called DFTfor short. DFTspectral division indicates a new
discrete sampling direction at the endpoints of the Fourier
sequence and allows digital signal processing to be suc-
cessfully implemented digitally in frequency mode. It en-
ables the efficient application of digital signal processing to
police drone technology and is the main tool of modern
signal spectrum analysis [22].

(e definition of continuous Fourier transform is as
follows:

F(kΔf) � 

∞

− ∞

f(mΔa)e
− z2πkΔfmΔt

da. (9)

(e integrals are turned into sums, resulting in the
following:
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X(kΔf) � 
N− 1

m�0
x(mΔa)e

− z2πkfs/Nm1/fsΔa. (10)

(e N-point time domain truncation is performed as
follows:

X(kΔf) � 
N− 1

m�0
x(mΔa)e

− z2πkfs/Nm1/fsΔa

� 
N− 1

m�0
x(mΔa)e

− z2π/NkmΔm.

(11)

Since x(mΔa) and X(kΔf) are the time function value
x(m) of the mth point after discretization and the Fourier
transform value X(k) of the kth point, the DFT is defined as
follows:

X(k) � 
N�1

m�0
x(mΔa)e

− z
2π
N

� 
M− 1

M�0
x(m) cos

2π
M

km  , k � 0, 1, . . . , M − 1.

(12)

In the formula, k is the serial number of the discrete
spectral line, N is the length of the time series, and the real
and imaginary parts of the discrete Fourier transform are as
follows:

XR � 
M− 1

m�0
x(m)cos(2π/Mkm), k � 0, 1, 2, . . . M − 1, (13)

XI � 
M− 1

m�0
x(m)sin

2π
M

km , k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , M − 1. (14)

After the periodic signal has undergone DFT, several
parameters of the signal can be derived from the formula.
(ese are the magnitude, spectrum, power spectrum, log
spectrum, and phase spectrum, respectively.

3.3. Fast Fourier Transform. Fast Fourier Transform is ab-
breviated as FFT. Its purpose is to assign a unique Fourier
transform rate to each length in the short-term DFT algo-
rithm. When M is an even number, the DFT of M points is
equal to the DFT of N/2 points [12, 23].

Take the sequence of M x(n), n� 0, 1, . . ., M − 1
according to even and odd sequences of length M/2 (sub-
tracted over time) [24]:

x1(r) � x(2r)

x21(r) � x(2r + 1)
 r � 0, 1, . . . , M/2 − 1. (15)

According to formula (15), W2
M � WM/2; the DFTof the

sequence x(m) can be expressed as follows:
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(16)

Formula (16) shows that the DFT of point M is
decomposed into the DFT of M/2 points, and the DFT of 2
points M can be combined into one DFT.

(at is, the column length of x1(r) and x2(r) isM/2, and
the number of points of their DFTX1 (k) and X2 (k) is also
M/2. And x(m) has M points, then the second half value of
X(k) (M/2� k�M− - 1) is given as follows:

X
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2
  � X1

k + M

2
  + W
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M •X2
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0
≤ k≤M

2
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(17)

(e periodicity of the coefficients is applied to get
W

r(k+M/2)
M/2 � Wrk

M/2. It can be pushed out as follows:

X1
k + M

2
  � 

M/2− 1

r�0
x1(r)W

r(k+M/2)
M/2

� 
M/2− 1

r�0
x1(r)W

rk
M/2 � X1(k).

(18)

Formula (18) yields X2(k+ M/2)�X2(k). At the same
time, it is shown that X1(k) and X2(k) obtained by half of k
values (M/2� k�m - 1) are equal to X1(k) and X2(k) cor-
responding to the first half of K values (0� k�M/2 − 1).
(en according to WE(k+MZ2)� − W, the DFTX(k) cor-
responding to N points can be calculated by these two
formulas:
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Formula (19) computes all values X(k) from the first 0 to
X(k). (e factorial factor Wk

M in the formula plays a role in
the multiplication of complex numbers and is called the
rotation factor [25, 26].

4. Optimal Experimental Design of
UAV Technology

4.1. Experimental Process. In order to optimize the existing
UAV technology, this article proposes to introduce the
Fourier fast transform algorithm into the police UAV
technology in the era of the 5G network. In order to prove
the optimization effect of the Fourier transform algorithm
on the police drone technology, experiments are carried out,
and three traditional police drones are selected and named
drone 1, drone 2, and drone 3. (e police UAV incorpo-
rating the Fourier fast transform algorithm is named drone
4, and the four drones are tested in four aspects: positioning
and navigation, communication strength, shooting image
quality, and satisfaction test. In order to avoid experimental
errors, the hardware assembly of the four drones is the same
and tested in the same environment. After the test is over,
the test results are counted and analyzed.

4.2. Experimental Data. (e detailed data of the selected
four police drones are shown in Table 1.

4.3.=ePurposeof theExperiment. (eoptimization effect of
the Fourier fast transform algorithm on police drone
technology is tested. What improvements are made in
different aspects and howmuch it is improved will be proved
by experiments.

5. Influence Results of Fusion Fourier Fast
Transform Algorithm on UAV Technology

5.1. Positioning and Navigation Test. Positioning and navi-
gation are important functions of police drones. (e four
drones were tested for positioning and navigation. (e test
locations were urban and suburban areas to observe whether
the drones could reach the designated location. In order to
ensure the accuracy of the experiment, each drone was tested
for positioning and navigation accuracy 5 times, and the test
sites were separated by 100 meters, 300 meters, 500 meters,
700 meters, and 1000 meters from the starting point.(e test
results are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3(a) is the test result in the urban area, and
Figure 3(b) is the test result in the suburban area. As the test
distance increases, the unfavorable factors that appear
during the flight of the drones are also increasing, resulting
in the increasing error distance of the drones. (e experi-
mental results show that the accuracy of drone 4 is higher

than that of drone 1, drone 2, and drone 3, regardless of
whether the test site is in the urban area or the suburbs. In
the drone positioning and navigation test results in the
urban area, it is found that the sum of the five test error
results of drone 1 is 36.4 meters, the sum of the five test error
results of drone 2 is 36.3 meters, and the five test results of
drone 3 are 36.3 meters.(e sum of the test error results is 37
meters, and the sum of the five test error results of drone 4 is
34.1 meters. In the results of the UAV positioning and
navigation test results in the suburbs, it is found that the sum
of the five test error results of drone 1 is 39.3 meters, the sum
of the five test results of drone 2 is 39.4 meters, and the five
test results of drone 3 are 39.4 meters. (e sum of the error
results is 39.8 meters, and the sum of the error results of the
five tests of drone 4 is 36.7 meters. To sum up, the suburban
environment is complex and there are many obstructions,
and the error distance of drone positioning and navigation
in the suburbs is greater than the error distance of drone
positioning and navigation in the urban area. (e average
error distance of the traditional police drone is 38.03 meters,
and the average error distance of the police drone integrated
with the Fourier fast transform algorithm is 35.4 meters, and
the accuracy is increased by 6.9%.(e Fourier fast transform
algorithm can better perform positioning calculations and
help police drones reach their destinations accurately.

5.2. Communication Strength. (e police drone needs to
transmit the specific situation of the execution site in time,
and the strength of the communication strength affects the
speed of the police drone to execute the remote control
command and the speed of uploading the captured image.
Four drones were tested for communication strength. To
avoid experimental errors, the image transmission frequency
band is uniformly set to 1.4 GHz. It tests the command
execution speed and the image upload speed indoors and
outdoors, respectively.(e test results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4(a) is the result of the command execution speed
test, and Figure 4(b) is the result of the image upload speed
test. (e experimental results show that the command ex-
ecution speed and image upload speed of drone 4 are higher
than those of drone 1, drone 2, and drone 3, regardless of
whether the test site is indoors or outdoors. (e indoor
environment is quiet and there are few interference factors,
and the command execution speed and image upload speed
of the drone are higher than those in the outdoor. In the
instruction execution speed diagram of Figure 4(a), the
execution response time of drone 4 is slightly lower than that
of drone 1, drone 2, and drone 3. (e average execution
speed of instructions in the traditional police drone indoors
is 1.313 seconds. (e average speed of instruction execution
outdoors is 2.206 seconds. In Figure 4(b), the uploading
speed of drone 4 is lower than that of drone 1, drone 2, and
drone 3. (e average upload time of traditional police drone
indoors is 6.26 seconds. (e average image upload time
outdoors is 10.51 seconds. To sum up, the average command
execution speed of traditional police drones is 1.76 seconds,
and the average command execution speed of police drones
incorporating the Fourier fast transform algorithm is 1.715
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seconds, with a speed increase of 2.6%. (e average image
upload speed of traditional police drones is 8.385 seconds,
and the average image upload speed of police drones in-
corporating the Fourier fast transform algorithm is 8.31
seconds, with an increase of 0.8%. (e image upload speed
increase is small, and the test environment cannot be kept
completely consistent, which can be ignored.

5.3. Shooting Quality. (e quality of the shooting image
affects the final shooting result. (e clear image quality
allows the police to understand the details of the shooting
location and improve work efficiency. (e test time periods
for shooting image quality are 8:00 to 9:00 in the morning,
11:30 to 12:30 in the afternoon, 15:00 to 1600 in the af-
ternoon, and 19:00 to 20:00 in the evening. (e filming time
is 1 minute, and 5 locations are randomly selected for
filming, named location 1, location 2, location 3, location 4,
and location 5.

Figure 5(a) is the test result from 800 to 9:00, Figure 5(b)
is the test result from 11:30 to 12:30, and Figure 5(c) is the

test result from 15:00 to 16:00. Figure 5(d) is the test results
from 19:00 to 20:00. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the
shooting quality parameters are relatively high from 8:00 to
9:00 in the morning and from 15:00 to 16:00 in the after-
noon, slightly lower at noon due to the influence of sunlight,
and the lowest at night due to the dark environment. In
Figure 5(a), the average image quality parameter of the
traditional police drone shot is 105.3, and the average image
quality parameter of the police drone shot with the Fourier
fast transform algorithm is 110.4. In Figure 5(b), the average
image quality parameter of the traditional police drone shot
is 94.93, and the average image quality parameter of the
police drone shot with the Fourier fast transform algorithm
is 99.4. In Figure 5(c), the average image quality parameter of
the traditional police drone shot is 105.47, and the average
image quality parameter of the police drone shot with the
Fourier fast transform algorithm is 112.4. In Figure 5(d), the
average image quality parameter of the traditional police
drone shot is 68.47, and the average image quality parameter
of the police drone shot with the Fourier fast transform
algorithm is 77. To sum up, the average image quality

Table 1: Experimental data.

Weight (g) Battery capacity (mAh) Initial flight speed (m/s) Maximum takeoff altitude (m) Usage time (day)
Drone 1 595 3500 6 4000 298
Drone 2 596 3500 6 4000 290
Drone 3 595 3500 6 4000 315
Drone 4 596 3500 6 4000 317
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Figure 3: Positioning and navigation test. (a) Urban test results; (b) suburban test results.
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Figure 4: Communication strength test. (a) Command execution speed; (b) image upload speed.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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parameter of traditional police drones in different time
periods is 93.54. (e average image quality parameter of the
police drone integrated with the Fourier transform algo-
rithm in different time periods is 99.8, and the shooting
image quality is improved by 6.7%.

5.4. Satisfaction Test. Ten police officers are randomly se-
lected to operate drone 1, drone 2, drone 3, and drone 4.
After the operation is completed, different drones are scored,
with a full score of 10. (e specific results are shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Shooting quality test. (a) 8:00 to 9:00; (b) 11:30 to 12:30; (c) 15:00 to 16:00; (d) 19:00 to 20:00.
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Figure 6: Test of satisfaction.
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(e figure shows that the score of drone 4 is significantly
higher than that of drone 1, drone 2, and drone 3. Drone 1
has an average satisfaction rating of 7.4. Drone 2 has an
average satisfaction rating of 7.54. Drone 3 has an average
satisfaction rating of 7.5, and drone 4 has an average sat-
isfaction rating of 8.03. (e average satisfaction score of the
traditional police drone is 7.48, and the average satisfaction
score of the police drone integrated with the Fourier fast
transform algorithm is 8.03, with a 7.3% increase in satis-
faction. To sum up, the police drone incorporating the
Fourier fast transform algorithm is more satisfactory to the
users than the traditional police drone.

6. Conclusion

Police drones can greatly improve the efficiency of police
officers. (rough police drones, they can understand the
scene at the first time, make analysis, and take the next action
in time. (e improvement of police drone technology will
change very necessary. In this article, the Fourier fast
transform algorithm was integrated into the police drone
technology in the 5G network era and was studied. (e
Fourier fast transform algorithm makes the positioning
function of UAV technology more accurate. (e drone can
reach a specified location accurately, and the communica-
tion strength is also greatly improved compared with the
traditional police drone. Whether it is indoors or outdoors,
the drone can execute quickly after receiving instructions.
DFT spectrum analysis makes the shooting quality of the
drone clearer. It can still transmit high-quality video and
pictures under strong light and dark shooting conditions.
(rough a satisfactory survey of users, it is found that based
on Fourier fast transform algorithm, police drone tech-
nology is more popular with users. (e addition of the
Fourier fast transform algorithm greatly optimizes the UAV
technology and promotes the development of the UAV
industry. (e addition of the Fourier fast transform algo-
rithm greatly optimizes the UAV technology and has greatly
promoted the development of UAV technology.
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